WHAT IS THE RESTORATION RESOURCE CENTER?

Information on the majority of restoration projects is never published (especially when they fail). Instead, it's kept inside individual practitioner's minds or inside organizations.

THIS MEANS WE DON'T KNOW:

- where projects are happening
- what their goals are or if they are successful
- what they cost or who is funding them
- what lessons are being learned

The Restoration Resource Center is an information hub for practitioners, researchers, policy makers, funders, and interested parties.

THE RRC HAS FOUR MAIN SECTIONS

- projects database
- resources database
- conference library
- restoration directory

Share or learn about project goals, methods, location, and costs from around the world

Share or search hundreds of restoration-focused resources, including webinars and gray literature

Ever expanding collection of presentations from SER conferences

Identify restoration leaders in public and private industry, and restoration-focused academic programs

We need to come together to move the science and practice of restoration forward. Sharing, learning, and monitoring are the way we can meet the ambitious goals of the UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration.